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Abstract: An approach for knowledge representation based on post-relation type of information bases is outlined 

in the paper. Explanation starts with remembering the idea of Natural Language Addressing. After that, the idea 

of Multi-layer Knowledge Representation by Means of Natural Language Addressing is presented. 
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Introduction 

There are a lot of approaches for knowledge representation [Sowa, 2000]. In this work we show an example of 

knowledge representation by means of Natural Language Addressing (NLA) [Ivanova et al, 2012a; 2012b; 

Ivanova et al, 2013a; 2013b; 2013c; 2013d; 2013e; Ivanova, 2013; Ivanova, 2014a]. NLA is based on the Multi-

domain Information Model [Markov, 1984; Markov, 2004; Markov, 2004a].  

To remember the idea of knowledge representation let start from a letter to Philip Jourdain written in 1914 by 

Gottlob Frege [Frege, 1980]: 

Let us suppose an explorer travelling in an unexplored country sees a high snow-capped mountain on the 

northern horizon. 

By making inquiries among the natives he learns that its name is 'Aphla'. By sighting it from different points 

he determines its position as exactly as possible, enters it in a map, and writes in his diary: 'Aphla is at 

least 5000 meters high'. 

Another explorer sees a snow-capped mountain on the southern horizon and learns that it is called Ateb. 

He enters it in his map under this name. 

Later comparison shows that both explorers saw the same mountain. Now the content of the proposition 

'Ateb is Aphla' is far from being a mere consequence of the principle of identity, but contains a valuable 

piece of geographical knowledge. What is stated in the proposition 'Ateb is Aphla' is certainly not the same 

thing as the content of the proposition 'Ateb is Ateb'. 

Now if what corresponded to the name 'Aphla' as part of the thought was the reference of the name and 

hence the mountain itself, then this would be the same in both thoughts. The thought expressed in the 

proposition 'Ateb is Aphla' would have to coincide with the one in 'Ateb is Ateb', which is far from being the 

case. What corresponds to the name 'Ateb' as part of the thought must therefore be different from what 

corresponds to the name 'Aphla' as part of the thought. This cannot therefore be the reference which is the 
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same for both names, but must be something which is different in the two cases, and I say accordingly 

that the sense of the name 'Ateb' is different from the sense of the name 'Aphla'. 

Accordingly, the sense of the proposition 'Ateb is at least 5000 meters high' is also different from the 

sense of the proposition 'Aphla is at least 5000 meters high'. Someone who takes the latter to be true 

need not therefore take the former to be true. An object can be determined in different ways, and every 

one of these ways of determining it can give rise to a special name, and these different names then have 

different senses; for it is not self-evident that it is the same object which is being determined in different 

ways. 

We find this in astronomy in the case of planetoids and comets. Now if the sense of a name was 

something subjective, then the sense of the proposition in which the name occurs, and hence the thought, 

would also be something subjective, and the thought one man connects with this proposition would be 

different from the thought another man connects with it; a common store of thoughts, a common science 

would be impossible. 

It would be impossible for something one man said to contradict what another man said, because the two 

would not express the same thought at all, but each his owns. 

For these reasons I believe that the sense of a name is not something subjective (crossed out: in one's 

mental life), that it does not therefore belong to psychology, and that it is indispensable [Frege, 1980]. 

The important knowledge in this example is [Ivanova et al, 2013c]: 

 The names Ateb and Aphla refer different parts of the same natural object (mountain, let call it Pirrin); 

 The position of the referred object (mountain) is fixed by any artificial system (geographical co-ordinates, 
address) which is another name of the same object; 

 The names and the address correspond one to another and both to the real object but without the 
explorer’s map, respectively – the explorer’s diary, it is impossible to restore the correspondence; 

 At the end, the names Ateb and Aphla are connected hierarchically to the name Pirrin and the relations 
are: 

� Aphla is_a_South_Side_of Pirrin; 

� Ateb is_a_North_Side_of Pirrin. 

The knowledge above is unstructured. For automated processing it has to be structured following some 

information (data) model. Knowledge representation is closely connected to data models, i.e. the information 

structures used for organizing the information in the internal or external computer memory. In other words, 

knowledge representation is depended on the storing patterns and program tools for accessing data. Below we 

will outline an approach for knowledge representation based on post-relation type of information bases starting 

with remembering the idea of Natural Language Addressing. After that, the idea of Multi-layer Knowledge 

Representation by Means of Natural Language Addressing will be presented. 
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Natural Language Addressing 

In this research we follow the proposition of Kr. Markov to use the computer encoding of name’s (concept’s) 

letters as logical address of connected to it information stored in a multi-dimensional numbered information 

spaces [Markov, 1984; Markov, 2004; Markov, 2004a]. This way no indexes are needed and high speed direct 

access to the text elements is available. It is similar to the natural order addressing in a dictionary where no 

explicit index is used but the concept by itself locates the definition. For this case we use the term: “Natural 

Language Addressing” (NL-addressing) [Ivanova et al, 2013a]. 

The idea of NL-addressing is to use encoding of the name both as relative address and as route in a multi-

dimensional information space and this way to speed the access to stored information. For instance, let have the 

next definition: “Pirrin: A mountain in the unexplored country with co-ordinates (x, y)”. 

In the computer memory, for example, it may be stored in a file at relative address “50067328” and the index 

couple is: (“Pirrin”, “50067328”). At the memory address “50067328” the main text, “A mountain ... (x,y)” will be 

stored. To read/write the main text, firstly we need to find name “Pirrin” in the index and after that to access 

memory address “50067328” to read/write the definition. 

If we assume that name “Pirrin” in the computer memory is encoded by six numbers (letter codes), for instance by 

using ASCII encoding system Pirrin is encoded as (80, 105, 114, 114, 105, 110), than we may use these codes 

for direct address to memory, i.e. (“Pirrin”, “80, 105, 114, 114, 105, 110”). 

Above we have written two times the same name as letters and codes. Because of this we may omit this couple 

and index, and read/write directly to the address “80, 105, 114, 114, 105, 110”. 

For human this address will be shown as “Pirrin”, but for the computer it will be “80, 105, 114, 114, 105, 110”. 

Till now, NL-addressing has been presented in several publications [Ivanova et al, 2012a; 2012b; Ivanova et al, 

2013a; 2013b; 2013c; 2013d; 2013e; Ivanova, 2013; Ivanova, 2014a]. 

Examples of models for knowledge representation 

Maybe the simplest model for knowledge representation is one used for dictionaries and vocabularies. 

From our example we may create a simple vocabulary (Table 1): 

 

Table 1. A simple vocabulary 

name definition 

Pirrin A mountain 

Aphla The South Side of Pirrin mountain 

Ateb  The North Side of Pirrin mountain 

(x, y) Co-ordinates of Pirrin mountain 
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The vocabulary in Table 1 is good for using by humans but it is not appropriate for processing in the computer. 

The same knowledge may be represented in the most popular data format – the relational one. The information 

from Table 1 may be represented by a relation (Table 2). 

 

Table 2. Relational representation of the simple ontology 

object South_Side North_Side Co-ordinates 

Pirrin Aphla Ateb (x, y) 

 

Knowledge from Table 1 or Table 2 may be used for creating a simple ontology with four concepts which may be 

represented by an ontology graph (Figure 1): 

 

 

Figure 1. A simple ontology graph 

 

Now we are ready to remember the Resource Description Framework (RDF). It is the W3C recommendation for 

semantic annotations in the Semantic Web. RDF is a standard syntax for Semantic Web annotations and 

languages [Klyne & Carroll, 2004]. The underlying structure of any expression in RDF is a collection of triples, 

each consisting of a subject, a predicate and an object. A set of such triples is called an RDF graph. This can be 

illustrated by a node and directed-arc diagram, in which each triple is represented as a node-arc-node link (hence 

the term "graph") (Figure 2). 

 

 

Figure 2. RDF triple 

 

Each triple represents a statement of a relationship between the things denoted by the nodes that it links. Each 

triple has three parts: (1) subject, (2) object, and (3) a predicate (also called a property) that denotes a 

relationship. The direction of the arc is significant: it always points toward the object. The nodes of an RDF graph 
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are its subjects and objects. The assertion of an RDF triple says that some relationship, indicated by the 

predicate, holds between the things denoted by subject and object of the triple. The assertion of an RDF graph 

amounts to asserting all the triples in it, so the meaning of an RDF graph is the conjunction (logical AND) of the 

statements corresponding to all the triples it contains. A formal account of the meaning of RDF graphs is given in 

[Hayes, 2004].  

RDF representation of our simple ontology from Figure 1 is given in Table 3. 

 

Table 3. RDF representation of the simple ontology 

subject relation object 

Pirrin has_South_Side Aphla 

Pirrin has_North_Side Ateb 

Pirrin has_Co-ordinates (x, y) 

 

From examples given above we may conclude that vocabularies, taxonomies, thesauruses, relations, ontologies, 

and RDF-graphs, all what they have in common are [Pidcock & Uschold, 2012]: 

 They are approaches to help structure, classify, model, and/or represent the concepts and relationships 
pertaining to some subject matter of interest to some community; 

 They are intended to enable a community to come to agreement and to commit to use the same terms in 
the same way; 

 There is a set of terms that some community agrees to use to refer to these concepts and relationships; 

 The meaning of the terms is specified in some way and to some degree; 

 They are fuzzy, ill-defined notions used in many different ways by different individuals and communities. 

The major differences that distinguish these approaches [Pidcock & Uschold, 2012]: 

 How much meaning is specified for each term? 

 What notation or language is used to specify the meaning? 

 What is the thing for? Taxonomies, thesauruses, and ontologies have different but overlapping uses. 

At the end, some additional information may be connected to the names. For instance, it may be the type of 

mountain, minerals found, some photos, textual descriptions, etc. All such information is connected to names and 

has to be accessed by names as keywords or paths to it, i.e. its computer representation has to be organized 

using corresponded pointers, indexes of keyword, etc. 

In this case the concept “knowledge representation” is used. As we have seen above, the ontologies are useful 

approach for knowledge representation, which is understandable for humans as well as for the specialized 

software. 
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Example of Multi-layer Knowledge Representation by means of Natural Language Addressing 

In this point, we will illustrate an approach for storing RDF-graphs by means of the Natural Language Addressing. 

Taking in account the interrelations between nodes and edges on Figure 1, a special two-dimensional “multi-

layer” representation of knowledge from Table 3 becomes possible (Table 4). It is usual for humans but it is not 

wide used in the computers. 

 

Table 4. Multi-layer representation of the simple ontology 

object 
Pirrin 

layer 

South_Side Aphla 

North_Side Ateb 

Co-ordinates (x, y) 

 

The layers form Table 4 may be stored in different files. If we will use the possibility for NL-addressing, the names 

of the columns will define locations in files of layers. 

To receive all knowledge for given node, we have to take node (column) name as NL-address, for instance 

“Pirrin”, and read all information stored at location determined by its encoding (“80, 105, 114, 114, 105, 110”) as 

NL-addresses in different layers (rows “South_Side”, “North_Side”, and “Co-ordinates”). 

In this multi-layer knowledge representation we have one very important achievement – only cells from Table 4, 

given in bold, will be stored in computer memory. All other information is “virtual” address information used for 

access to real information. This causes avoiding of supporting indexes for speeding of information search and as 

a result reducing of used computer resources - memory and processing time.  

Note that in practical implementations the tables similar to Table 4 may have several hundred or thousand 

columns and rows. In addition they are sparse and many cells are empty. NL-Addressing gives possibility to work 

effectively with such tables not storing empty cells. 

Conclusion 

Concluding the examples, let point on advantages and disadvantages of the illustrated above multi-layer 

knowledge representation by means of the Natural Language Addressing. 

The main advantages are: 

― Reducing the number of tables, which represent the graph; 

― Reducing the number of filled cells. 
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The main disadvantages are: 

― The tables are sparse; 

― Avoiding pointers we receive a variety of names, which have different lengths and cause difficulties for 

the implementations in the data bases where the fixed length is preferable; 

― The number of nodes may be very great and this way needs corresponded number of columns in the 

table (in any cases hundreds or thousands). 

The disadvantages may be avoided if we will use the Multi-Domain Information Model (MDIM) [Markov, 2004] and 

corresponded Multi-Domain Access Method (MDAM) [Markov, 1984]. We upgraded MDAM to NL-addressing 

approach to apply for storing graphs. The possibility to use coordinates is good for graph models where it is 

possible to replace search with addressing. Hence, the advantages of MDAM are: 

― The possibility to build growing space hierarchies of information elements; 

― The great power for building interconnections between information elements stored in the information 

base; 

― The practically unlimited number of dimensions (this is the main advantage of the numbered information 

spaces for graphs where it is possible "to address, not to search"); 

The NL-addressing and multi-layer organization of the information are good basis for implementing this approach 

for real solutions. 
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